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Writing Doctors and Writing Health in the Long Eighteenth
Century

ASHLEIGH BLACKWOOD and HELEN WILLIAMS

This introduction to the special issue ‘Writing Doctors and Writing Health in the Long
Eighteenth Century’ explores the various types of literary and visual creativity enacted
by medical practitioners as they sought new ways of communicating and engaging
with the public. Focusing on the shift from Latin to vernacular publishing in elite med-
ical circles, we examine the proliferation of new opportunities open to physicians, sur-
geons, apothecaries, medical artists, midwives, and other women practitioners to ex-
press themselves. Novels, drama, poetry, artworks, almanacs, and letters, to name
but a few creative products of the period, allowed new ideas and underrepresented
voices to be heard for the first time, changing forever the way creative and empirical
cultures would intertwine. Stemming from the Leverhulme Trust Research Project
Writing Doctors: Medical Representation and Personality, ca. 1660–1832 (2018–22), this
research has undoubtedly been impacted by the rapidly changing nature of public
healthcare in the wake of the novel coronavirus pandemic that was still
ongoing when this issue went to print. We value and celebrate connections made
between the past and present that continue to assist us in understanding and caring
for our bodies.

Keywords: health, letters, literature, material culture, medicine, physician, physician-
writer, poetry, practitioner, surgeon, women writers

‘[E]very thing valuable in the practical part of Medicine is within the reach of common
sense, and […] the Art would lose nothing by being stripped of all that any person endued
with ordinary abilities cannot comprehend’.1 William Buchan’s preface to the second edi-
tion of Domestic Medicine; or, A Treatise on the Prevention and Cure of Diseases by Regimen
and Simple Medicines (1772) makes this surprising claim about the specialist knowledge
required to undertake his profession. Despite being a physician himself and earning his
livelihood through providing expert advice to patients, Buchan sought to demystify
medical learning and information, making it useful and available to the widest possible
readership. His beliefs capture the spirit of a medical culture that was new, evolving,
and dynamic. Domestic Medicine was just one of many medical books written and printed
each year, albeit one of the most successful, allowing a mass readership direct access to
all manner of bodily subjects. As Buchan further details, when he first set out to write his
book, a number of his peers warned him against such a project, fearing that it would
‘draw on [him] the resentment of the whole Faculty’.2 He pursued the project nonethe-
less. The Faculty, or the membership of the Royal College of Physicians, had long
protected their status as the chief purveyors of knowledge on the human body and its
maintenance and had, for over 200 years, written their texts in Latin, rendering them
readable for the medical community but not for the public at large. As Teresa Michals
outlines, Latin, as well as Greek, was reserved for the educated elite. ‘[Y]oung
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gentlemen’, she explains, ‘set off on a different road entirely, embarking on a specialized
education that was all about distancing them from the shared vernacular world’.3 It was
from these populations of young men that universities gained their students, including
those who would go on to qualify and practise as physicians. The ability to read classical
languages was particularly important within university education because, as Thomas
Neville Bonner summarizes, ‘[f]or the traditional physician of the eighteenth century,
medicine was above all a humane study, mastered largely through books and the careful
examination of medicine’s past’.4

However much the elite medical community perceived their theoretical understanding
of anatomy and medicine to be their right by virtue of such exclusive learning, once qual-
ified, as Roger French outlines, ‘the working doctor who published for status or prefer-
ment increasingly turned to his vernacular language’.5 With rising rates of literacy and
curiosity about healthcare, eagerness on the part of booksellers to capitalize on this grow-
ing readership, and their increased ability to do so after the lapse of the Licensing Act in
1695 in England, such opportunities for business and profit were too good to pass up
for many an enterprising physician, even if it meant having to negotiate the opportunities
and pitfalls that were inherent in opening up medical knowledge to the public. Through-
out the period, the place of vernacular medical texts continued to be debated. Buchan
summarizes his own view, and the opposing views of others, when reflecting upon the re-
ception of his text:

By the more selfish and narrow-minded part of the Faculty, the performance was
condemned; while many of those, whose learning and liberality of sentiments do honour
to medicine, received it in a manner which at once shewed their indulgence, and the falshood
of the common opinion, that all physicians wish to conceal their art.6

Even those wishing to ‘conceal their art’ could not deny the attractiveness of
supplementing their incomes and advancing their reputations by producing texts on
subjects with which they engaged in their professional lives. In some cases, such as
Buchan’s, individual authors’ texts were sufficiently popular to warrant circulating far
beyond their place of origin and were reproduced in far-flung territories including
America, which was developing its own written cultures around medicine and
healthcare.7

This special issue of the Journal for Eighteenth-Century Studies is part of a larger body of
scholarship being produced by the Leverhulme Trust-funded major project ‘Writing
Doctors: Medical Representation and Personality, c. 1660–1832’ at Northumbria
University. Its main aims have been to create new directions for the study of literature
and medicine by exploring how British culture was changed in a significant number of
areas as a consequence of the language of medical expression moving from Latin to
English towards the end of the seventeenth century. Our project has explored the reper-
cussions of this change: from adjustments in the perception of the nature and scope of
medical roles; to changes in publishing, with medical authors increasingly producing
popular rather than expensive works for a small elite readership; to the growing public
consciousness of personal and family healthcare throughout the period. With our con-
tributors and collaborators, we have uncovered a richer and more detailed landscape of
medical creativity than has been acknowledged to date. Looking beyond traditional con-
ceptualizations of the medical practitioner, we have explored who sought to influence the
formation of new medical specialisms and the development of existing ones, revealing
new and unseen communities whose voices have been neglected. Eighteenth-century
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efforts towards the democratization of medicine brought with them new voices and a
dynamic exchange of ideas and communication between creative arts and healthcare.
Literature and visual artworks fed into medical awareness, and medical authors and
themes reciprocally stimulated and energized the various fields and forms of literary cre-
ativity, while driving greater public understanding and ownership of theoretical and
practical medical information and its use.

This introductory essay comprises five sections. The first considers existing scholarship
that influences the ways in which we view eighteenth-century medical practitioners and
their creativity. The second maps out connections between medicine and literature,
outlining the variety of ways in which literacy and creative thought played an assortment
of vital roles in elite medicine, from offering educational information to attracting a lucra-
tive clientele. As we will see, the written works of physicians and surgeons, both fictional
and didactic, explore the political, economic, and social aspects of medical practice.
The third section focuses on communities of practitioners who did not have the advantages
of hierarchical and structural support to enable them to write and practise with
authority. For all they are often hidden in historical accounts of medicine, these individuals
held instrumental roles in the building of medical knowledge.Womenwriters play a partic-
ularly significant part here, as do the material, as well as literary, cultures within which
medical knowledge and practice were produced. The fourth section provides an overview
of the essays featured in this special edition. We bring together research from a range of in-
ternational contributors, from early career researchers to Emeritus Professors, to advance
scholarly dialogue on the considerable overlaps between art and science and the dialogic
relationship between the two which continues to exist and inform healthcare today. The
final section reflects on and celebrates the continued relevance of eighteenth-century med-
ical-historical literature to contemporary understandings of healthcare, particularly in
light of the coronavirus pandemic. Any study that considers the allied histories of medical
practice and writing necessitates a vibrantly interdisciplinary approach. What we present
here is a series of essays that represent inter- and cross-disciplinary engagements between
medical humanities and literary studies in the broadest terms, representing subfields from
corpus linguistics and material cultural studies to art history.

1. Writing the Book on Medicine

Literature and medicine is now a well-established sub-field of both literary studies and the
broader critical medical humanities. Holding its roots in mid-twentieth century scholar-
ship, this subject was founded in the work of George S. Rousseau and the late Roy Porter.8

Their influential examinations of how medicine manifests within canonical literature of
the eighteenth century have inspired what has since become a much wider-ranging
search for connections between the increasingly specialist and professionalizing world of
medicine and the proliferation of creative authorship. More recent studies in literary med-
ical humanities have generated innovative discussion on themes including disease and
death, sex and healthcare, discourse on specific organs, such as the brain or bowels,
and breath and breathlessness, yet, by contrast, there is little scholarship that scrutinizes
the relationship between medical practice itself and wider creative production.9 In line
with Tita Chico’s vision of the generation of scientific knowledge in The Experimental
Imagination (2018), we begin from the position that creativity of both literary and visual
kinds ‘enables writing about science as well as thinking about science, its practitioners,
its pedagogy and politics’.10 Michael Brown has made in-roads towards a thorough
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revaluation of the medical professions in light of their interactions with arts and culture.
Having debunked myths that the satirical image of the ‘sawbones’ surgeon represents the
realities of the profession during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries in his earlier
work, Brown analyses the written works and paintings of surgeons John (1763–1820)
and Charles Bell (1774–1842) to argue that surgeons were deeply engaged not only in
the treatment of patients as a matter of practical skill informed by a theoretical education
but also in the emotional experiences of their work for both themselves and their
patients.11 Their use of creative expression to inform their work, he claims, ‘allowed for
a deeply intersubjective engagement with the patient’s sufferings which shaped the ther-
apeutic encounter in profound ways’.12 This more complex construction of the surgical
profession than has been previously recognized invites current and future humanities
scholars to look at other medical professions in similar ways and consider anew what fac-
tors determined how practitioners and writers of all types viewed the functions of their
roles within society.

Figures such as George Cheyne (1672–1743), John Arbuthnot (1667–1735), and Ed-
ward Jenner (1749–1823) were renowned as much for their written contributions to their
art as their day-to-day practice. Their texts introduced a variety of newways in which prac-
titioners could lay claim to specialist knowledge or experience that made them the most
suitable candidate for consultation should a reader ever find themselves in need. Cheyne,
for example, fashioned his own identity as both experienced patient and practitioner. From
this vantage point, he could form an in-depth and sympathetic understanding of his pa-
tients’ sufferings as a fellow sufferer himself. The preface of his An Essay of Health and Long
Life (1724) markets the advice he lays down within the text as being the long-sought anti-
dote to his own nervous disorder: ‘had I known and been as well satisfied of the Necessity of
the Rules here laid down, thirty Years ago, as I am now, I had suffered less, and had had a
greater Freedom of Spirits than I have enjoy’d’.13 The development of an appealing profes-
sional identity and authorial personality on the page was a vital literary intervention and a
skill that could determine the success or failure of an individual career.

While Cheyne’s practice thrived as a result of his skill in writing these types of med-
ical texts, others participated in alternative forms of creative literary production.14 Phy-
sician Samuel Garth’s most memorable work, The Dispensary (1699), is not a book of
remedies, but of mock-heroic verse. Written in six cantos, the poem satirizes professional
medical debates taking place between the Royal College of Physicians and London’s
apothecaries concerning the best means of providing treatment to the poor. The rela-
tionship between the Royal College and the Worshipful Society of Apothecaries of
London had long been tense. As apothecaries sought to expand their remit beyond pre-
paring remedies, often going so far as to consult with and diagnose patients, physicians
became aware of the threat to their trade. In 1687 , College members proposed to estab-
lish their own dispensary that would offer free medicaments to those who could not af-
ford to purchase them. The apothecaries perceived the plan as a direct attack on their
work, as did some physicians. These arguments persisted over several years until a dis-
pensary was finally established at the College’s Warwick Lane premises in 1698, the
year before the publication of Garth’s poem. Garth was dedicated to the plan but could
also see the damage inherent in splitting the College along political lines. In his
Harveian Oration of September 1697 , Garth speaks first of the power of medicine,
claiming that ‘[p]hysick extinguisheth the rageing Flame of Fevers, strengthens the
trembling and paralytic Limbs with its favourable Fires, [and] dries up the fountain of
a dropsie’, before entreating his colleagues to come together for the good of the College
and the profession at large:15
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I propound unto you the example of the best and most learned President, and of many others
of this Society who are here present; For they share with others in their Calamities and
Necessities. They have provided a Repositorie well furnished with Druggs for the help of
the Poor. If therefore so great Pietie, so much Charitie may be of force to move you, if not
in other things, yet in this I beseech you be conformable; unlesse things [to] be come to this
passe, that our keenest enemies are to be found at home.16

Powerful though this argument appears, its audience was limited to those who attended
the original lecture or who could read Latin, the language in which it was subsequently
printed.17 Following this lecture, the Dispensary served as a vehicle, therefore, to advance
his position to a wider readership. Although the College dispensary itself had already been
established the year before, as Noelle Gallagher observes, by then ‘Garth explicitly identi-
fied his satire as treatment for a profession that had itself grown “sick” by these debates
and in the advancement of commercial, over altruistic, narratives of medicine’.18 His de-
sire for unity, as made clear within his Oration, continued to be reflected in the words of
Canto IV, ‘Physicians, if they’re wise, shou’d never think / Of any other Arms than Pen
and Ink’.19 Yet, despite such a plea for harmony, he was equally quick to criticize those
with whom he disagreed. Chief among them was fellow physician and writer, Sir Richard
Blackmore. In The Dispensary, Garth satirizes Blackmore as ‘the Bard’, a character poet
who is only able to produce work of poor quality. The Bard unwisely interrupts Horoscope,
a character representing Francis Bernard, apothecary to St. Batholemew’s Hospital and,
in doing so, manages only to encourage, rather than dispel, Disease and its effects. The
poem reads,

As Horoscope urg’d farther to be heard,
He thus was interrupted by a Bard.

In vain your Magick Mysteries you use,
Such sounds the Sybil’s Sacred Ears abuse.20

Unlike Garth, Blackmore and Bernard both resisted calls for physicians to play a role in
charitable activities and supported the community of apothecaries who were keen to de-
fend their business interests in being able to sell their goods to customers of all social
ranks. Blackmore produced his own poetic response to Garth’s criticisms. Satyr against
Wit (1700) accuses his adversary of plagiarism in his writing of The Dispensary, claiming
that his original source for the text was Boileau’s mock-heroic poem Le Lutrin (1674):

Felonious G[arth] pursuing this Design,
Smuggles FrenchWit, as others Silks and Wine.
But let his Suff ’rings doubly be severe,
For he both steals it there, and runs it here.21

Rather than attacking Garth’s medical skill, Blackmore targets his opponent’s creativity to
undermine him.22 Without the force of his own imagination, Garth’s work may be per-
ceived as less valuable to medical and cultural discourses of the period. Blackmore’s stra-
tegic attempt to respond to criticism serves to reveal the intrinsic worth of the medical
imagination to Enlightenment cultures of scientific progress. Garth’s and Blackmore’s
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texts are among the best known on debates concerning the dispensation of medicines to
the public, yet theirs are not the only instances in which physicians used work in and
around dispensaries to self-fashion their public personas. Andrew Duncan
(1744–1828), founder of the Edinburgh dispensary, for example, used his experience of
treating patients to write and publish his casebook Medical Cases, Selected from the Records
of the Public Dispensary at Edinburgh (1778).23 As Daisy Cunynghame points out in her
contribution to this special issue, an analysis of any casebook text like Duncan’s text inev-
itably reveals the various difficulties with trying to recognize diagnostic patterns in data
prepared for public audiences, as case histories often reflect the selective editorial practices
of the practitioner themselves in compiling a text that best advertises their success to
readers. Many of the essays featured in this special issue reveal the extent to which med-
ical publications that claimed to be based on empirical evidence were necessarily infused
with creative components so that their authors might carve for themselves a place in the
evolving world of literary medicine.

2. Practitioners and Print Culture

The appeal of writing as a form of public healthcare was clear not only to physicians but
also to a wide range of other types of practitioners, male and female, qualified and ama-
teur, genuine and fake, and the nature of the texts was as varied as the identities of their
authors. Surgeons including Dale Ingram (1710–1793), John Birch (c. 1745–1815), and
Thomas Keate (1745–1821) produced their own medical texts. Where Ingram’s Practical
Cases and Observations in Surgery (1751) constitutes a general, practical guide to surgery,
both Birch’s A Letter to Mr. George Adams, on the Subject of Medical Electricity (1792) and
Keate’s Cases of the Hydrocele, with Observations on a Peculiar Method of Treating that Disease
(1788) respond to more specific developments in contemporary surgical practices. Mid-
wives, both male and female, also joined the conversation in print. Sarah Stone’s A Com-
plete Practice of Midwifery (1737) sat alongside texts such as Edmund Chapman’s An Essay
on the Improvement of Midwifery (1733), advancing discussions on the best approaches to
the care of pregnant and birthing women as well as techniques for managing difficult or
complex deliveries. Even individuals who did not belong to a professional group per se, but
still defined themselves as skilled or experienced in their respective fields, also saw the in-
trinsic value of contributing their knowledge in writing. Methodist cleric John Wesley
wrote Primitive Physick; or, An Easy and Natural Method of Curing Most Diseases (1747), ex-
ploring new ideas of treatment and cure, and novelist John Cleland produced Institutes of
Health (1761), reflecting on his own health and sharing his habits to preserve it. As the
preface of his text admits, ‘[a]s to interested views, I can absolutely have none; the medical
art not being in the least my profession, though ever, as to its proposed end, held by me in
the highest esteem’.24 Publishing in vernacular languages gave a greater number of
writers more opportunities to convey their professional and personal identities while also
entering into dialogue on medical topics that were almost certainly relevant to their
readers.

Medical manuals were not the only kind of texts to be affected by these innovations in
print culture. Reading and writing practices of all types became more heavily intertwined
with healthcare than ever before, depicting health practitioners and practitioners of many
kinds while dovetailing with other literary and cultural developments, such as the
re-establishment of theatrical production during the Restoration and the rise of the novel.
While the depiction of medical practitioners and their practice can be traced back to
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earlier works, with Shakespeare’s Jacobean plays containing no fewer than eight physi-
cians, practitioner figures appeared with increasing frequency in poetry, prose, and drama
of the long eighteenth century.25 Among the many well-known medical characters who
appeared during the period, there are physicians, such as Laurence Sterne’s Dr Slop and
Jane Barker’s Galesia; surgeons, like Tobias Smollett’s Roderick Random; and apothecar-
ies, including Jane Austen’s Mr Perry and Mr Robinson who appear in Emma (1815)
and Persuasion (1817). Medical practitioners who were authors of literary works them-
selves, like Barker and Smollett, used prose, poetry, and drama to shape public perceptions
of their professions. The visual and material culture of the period engaged with the
medical professions in spectacular displays of anatomy and disease, with Jacques Fabian
Gautier d’Agoty (1716-86) deploying the latest colour printing technology in his strik-
ingly sexualized anatomical plates and Philippe Curtius (1737-94) working feats of engi-
neering in waxworks made to move as if breathing.26 Eighteenth-century texts in the
broadest sense played important roles in medical education but also in opening up the hu-
man body to public interest and scrutiny.

Although the publication of written works has never been a core expectation of the
medical profession, the link between literature and medicine has endured over centuries.
Works studied by trainee physicians within the academy were chiefly those produced by
others who had pursued the same, or at least similar, avenues of study. Before the linguis-
tic shift to vernacular English, these texts were confined to elite learning, but physicians
could now look to take advantage of new potential futures for their written outputs. Even
for those who supported the linguistic shift, motivations for writing could vary signifi-
cantly. For some such as Buchan, or as Guilia Rovelli argues about John Pechey, the tran-
sition supported an altruistic desire to make healing as accessible, ‘plain[,] and easie as the
nature of it would allow’.27 For others, new audiences held the promise of additional in-
come, though this is less likely to appear in the paratextual apparatus of most medical
texts than other motives for authorship. Anne Digby highlights the highly competitive na-
ture of the market and the need for doctors to vouchsafe themselves a sufficient number of
patients to sustain an income. ‘Success in the form of wealth’, she explains, ‘went to a very
small minority of doctors’.28 The world that physicians inhabited relied as much on their
social connections and reputations as their ability to treat their patients.29 Writing for
publication constituted a key means of self-fashioning a reputation and presence within
practitioners’ local and wider communities and served as an essential form of advertising
which would hopefully encourage a steady flow of patients. Those who sought new
avenues for expanding their reputation beyond personal circles of reach could look to
literature to carry their names and professional identities to new audiences.

3. Re-thinking the Margins of Medicine

The writings of physicians and surgeons were undoubtedly significant to creative medical
culture, yet, as Clark Lawlor outlines, ‘[w]e are beginning to recognise that a focus purely
on the so-called mainstream medical profession [physic and surgery] is too narrow, and
that a range of other practitioners wrote in a variety of literary forms and from different
gender and class points’.30 Here, we recognize what Tristanne Connolly and Steve Clark
refer to as new ‘sub-disciplines [of medicine] assert[ing] their validity by demanding rec-
ognition within the field as a whole’ and embrace the complexities of managing health
through professional and non-professional means during the long eighteenth century.31

In doing so, we seek to provide insights into constituencies of medical writers who were
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not qualified doctors and yet were no less productive in their contributions than their ac-
ademically qualified peers. Not all groups were able to generate the same level of orga-
nized movement as the surgeons, who separated from the Company of the Barber-Sur-
geons to independently form the Corporation of Surgeons in 1745 , and in such
instances, literature and art provided a key creative space in which individuals could stake
their claim to being medical workers worthy of recognition. As we will see in the essays
that follow, quack doctors, almanac compilers, anatomical wax workers, printers, and
lay and domestic healers all had essential roles to play in support of public and private
health management and often documented their experiences within their writings.

In particular, we find a critical mass of women’s writing that continues to go largely un-
acknowledged in histories of medical development of the long eighteenth century. While
any form of medical participation that might have been open to women came without
the benefits of the kind of recognition received by their male peers, they participated in
medical thought and practice regardless, and their writings and artistic endeavours offer
a wide variety of insights into a range of health topics that included but also extended far
beyond women’s health and infant childcare. Mary Wollstonecraft observes and com-
ments on the possibilities for medicine to appear more regularly in women’s education
in both her political and fictional works. In A Vindication of the Rights of Woman (1792),
she proposes, ‘[i]n public schools, women, to guard against the errors of ignorance, should
be taught the elements of anatomy and medicine, not only to enable them to take proper
care of their own health, but to make them rational nurses of their infants, parents, and
husbands’.32 While her model of education leans towards making health and medicine
part of a taught curriculum for women, many took responsibility for this kind of learning
themselves. In the spirit of displaying their unseen efforts, five of the essays included here
reveal the range of ways and extent to which women involved themselves in shaping and
defining medical activity through their writings. Much like Wollstonecraft’s heroine,
Mary, in her novel of the same title, many of the women covered here were ‘led […] to
study physic’, by either their own motivations or the encouragement of others.33

As Lisa Foreman Cody argues, however, new interactions between medicine and liter-
ary production during the eighteenth century did not simply aid women to learn about
medicine. ‘The expansion of print culture’, she argues, ‘helped female practitioners in sig-
nificant ways’; ‘women had more opportunities to place themselves in the marketplace’.34

Where Foreman looks briefly to newspaper advertisements, commercially produced do-
mestic remedy books, and midwifery manuals to explore the realities of how women’s
medical work was enabled by print culture, our contributors introduce new perspectives
and literary forms to these debates, examining women’s poetry, correspondence, memoirs,
and pocketbooks. Heather Meek and Allan Ingram reveal, for example, how well- and
lesser-known figures including Hester Lynch Piozzi (1740–1821), Mary Wortley Montagu
(1689–1762), Elizabeth Carter (1717–1806), and Mary Kollock (1806–1885) used their
letters to advise family members on matters of their health, as well as to point out the dif-
ficulties of acquiring medical treatments to address their individual needs. When read col-
lectively, their work represents the significant creative diversity that existed and allowed
women and other academically excluded groups to participate in medical cultures of
the period.

Women’s medical practice was indeed widespread, widely acknowledged in the litera-
ture and art of the period, and often satirized. An ‘Epigram, Written by a Man on his Three
Wives’ for the Weekly Entertainer (1809) read, ‘Tho’ marriage by most folks be reckon’d a
curse, Three wives did I marry for better or worse; The first for her person — the next for
her purse; And the third for a warming-pan, doctress, and nurse’.35 The image we have
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selected for the cover of this special issue, the unsigned mezzotint, ‘The Village Doctress’,
published by Robert Sayer in1787 , speaks to the archetype of the ‘doctress’ (see Fig.1). It
depicts an old woman, the ‘doctress’, in a chair with two canes at her side, bandaging the
hand of a young woman, who looks sadly at the viewer. Another young woman, perhaps
a friend or sister, stands by her, providing moral support, gazing in admiration at the
doctress. Both the friend and the doctress are smiling sweetly as the girl’s hand is tended.
The representation of the ‘doctress’ is in keeping with stereotypical portraits of mature un-
married women of the period. The engraver borrows from iconography of the Dutch and
German paintings of familiar life. In this case, the doctress is the typical grandmother or
spinster figure, wearing a white apron and bonnet and dark round spectacles, while her
cat sits in the ledge beneath a casement window. David H. Solkin has argued that ‘it
was not close contact with the contemporary lower classes, but exposure to earlier art,
which was first and foremost responsible for determining the roles that the poor were
allowed to play’.36 For all the doctress is the eponymous hero of the image, the mezzotint’s
characteristic use of light and dark has been deployed in favour of the wounded girl, with
the other two figures cast into relative shade. Her eye is cast mournfully at the viewer, and
not without a hint of scepticism, which encourages us to laugh both at her bad luck in
hurting her hand but also, perhaps, at her being in the hands of the doctress herself,
who we see subtly judged by the clumsy teenager with her timeless side glance.

The ‘humorous’ posture was a subgenre of print popular in the late eighteenth century,
aimed at collectors when mezzotint collecting was on the rise. They tended to depict
well-known characters or ‘types’ of the time andwere numbered in the corners to correspond

1 . Robert Sayer, The Village Doctress (1787), mezzotint, Wellcome Collection [Colour figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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with the numbers in print sellers’ catalogues. Robert Sayer was a print seller who sold many
such ‘Half Sheet Size Metzotintos (commonly called Postures)’, for a shilling each, or two shil-
lings coloured.37 As with the ‘Village Doctress’, engravers tended not to sign these popular
works, though somewere certainly executed by talented artists in either the early or declining
stages of their careers.38 ‘The Village Doctress’ is a homely image, one capturing a domestic
setting and intended for home use, with its appeal and its humour underpinned by the ubiq-
uity of the scene depicted and its capacity to prompt recognition and therefore a smile.

The fact that women were excluded in various ways from an elite medical hierarchy
only served to increase the significance of their imaginative practices as being part of
the ecosystem in which they developed and became known for their expertise. The side
glance in the Sayer print underlines the fact that, without qualifications, women’s
competence could not be assumed by default. Therefore, their writings often display
greater levels of detail about their skills beyond the page. In her introduction to the
multi-volume anthology, Literature and Science 1660-1834 (2003–04), Judith Hawley
explains that ‘[s]cience is a set of practices, and not just another form of writing’.39 Her
work examines medicine as part of the wider scientific terrain of the long eighteenth cen-
tury and the ways in which those involved in medical practice apply theoretical
knowledge to individual bodies.40 These practices engaged with the material, as much
as the literary, world of medicine during the period. The material culture of writing itself
has become a popular topic with scholars of eighteenth-century literature and culture, ex-
amining a diverse range of topics including the materiality of print culture, women’s
writing, and the production of letters and various manuscript texts. Other types of
material–textual interaction, such as those between health writings and the medical prac-
tices they invoke, are yet to be explored in full. Although, as Angela Woods and Anne
Whitehead note, the visual and material aspects of critical medical humanities are still
in the early stages of their development, there is already much potential for these ap-
proaches to be helpfully utilized within eighteenth-century studies to enable us to better
understand the conditions through which medical practice has been formed and
shared.41 This special issue seeks to contribute directly to and build upon this area of
scholarship, particularly as so many of the women whose medical efforts are interpreted
here engage with the material world of scientific and creative knowledge production.

4. Literary and Visual Medicine

Whatever the output, literary, artistic, or practice based, personality and creativity were
crucial elements of medicine during the long eighteenth century. As we demonstrate here,
the idea of who might have been a ‘writing doctor’, or physician-writer, is worthy of re-
consideration in contemporary scholarship. Although there were plenty of eighteenth-
century physicians who wrote creatively, as we show in the essays that follow, medical
qualifications themselves had less to do with whether a person could make an impact
or influence health culture of the period than their interest and experience in matters of
health. Authors and creative practitioners of many kinds shaped and crafted their works
through their use of a range of narrative, rhetorical, typographic, and material tools to en-
sure that medical information and ideas, in each of the contexts explored here, were
opened up to more inclusive and diverse audiences than ever before. The texts and crea-
tive outputs identified and interpreted by our contributors grapple with the emerging
challenges of providing healthcare and accessible medical information for all. These in-
clude issues as broad-ranging as public education and literacy as it related to domestic
health management, shared perceptions of specific medical trades, and the racialized
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and gendered implications of particular types of health and social care. Although there are
many intersections between individual contributions featured here, we have notionally
paired the essays according to theme to offer readers an easily navigable route through
the multi-faceted and dynamic topography of medical creativity during the period.

This issue opens with a wide-ranging study of the poetry of female medical practi-
tioners. Ashleigh Blackwood’s essay, ‘“Make the Medick Art my Whole Concern”: Poetry
as Women’s Literary Medical Practice’, argues that poetry has been overlooked as an in-
fluential form of writing on medicine, particularly for women writers and practitioners
who used verse as a means of laying claim to their legitimate skills, experience, and exper-
tise. Heather Meek’s essay that follows, ‘“Meanders of [the] Purple Flood”: Blood and
Bloodletting in Eighteenth-Century Literature and Medicine’, explores how women as well
as men, despite being most often considered as sufferers of disease than health practi-
tioners, administered their own treatments and developed their own theories both with
and against the grain of the dominant medical discourse. The two essays speak to one an-
other in their nuanced approach to women’s practice in this period, with both being con-
cerned to redefine in whose hands medical ‘expertise’ might have been located. Bloodlet-
ting in particular, Meek argues, or rather the idea of bloodletting, could undermine,
shape, or support major medical paradigms while also serving to remind us that medical
ideology in this period was constructed not only by elite male authorities but also by mar-
ginal figures, through dissent, debate, and the creative imagination. Blackwood’s essay
posits that verse presented itself to women writers as an opportunity to explore who
was permitted to write about medicine and what kinds of medical ideas could be articu-
lated. These are new and original takes on what Roy Porter has called ‘medical democ-
racy’, with these essays showing that genre has a key role to play in the popularization
of medical discourse.42

Nowhere is the democratization of medicine more evident than in Giulia Rovelli’s ‘John
Pechey (1654-1718) and the Popularization of Learned Medicine’. Having compiled a lin-
guistic dataset from paratexts to the works of Pechey, M.D., Rovelli demonstrates the ways
in which his medical writings self-fashioned their author as an experienced and
praxis-based professional while also highlighting his commitment to the popularization
of medical knowledge. Rovelli’s attention to paratexts as a particular kind of writing
which provides unique insights into the branding of a work and its author, as well as its
potential uses and intended audience, makes it of little surprise that Pechey most often
chose to write in accessible genres which best suited his democratizing principles. Genre
also plays a significant role in Daisy Cunynghame’s essay, ‘Discussing Patients in Private
and in Print: The Records of an Eighteenth-Century Dispensary’, which notes remarkable
differences in how cases and case notes from the Edinburgh dispensary were represented
in their manuscript and printed formats. The public image of the dispensary was key to its
success in securing fundraising and in future-proofing its inclusive remit, though its man-
uscript case notes testify to a much more vexed relationship with working-class and fe-
male patients, manifesting in some less than convincing cases of patients being recorded
as ‘cured’.

If both the ‘Pechey’ brand and the public image of the Edinburgh dispensary were de-
pendent upon a print market which disseminated medical information to a local and na-
tional audience, widely, quickly, and relatively cheaply, then the work of Susan Broomhall
and Helen Williams shows us the ways in which the materiality of the text contributes to
its medical message. Broomhall’s ‘Writing Doctors, Body Work, and Body Texts in the
French Revolution’ highlights how Madame Tussaud authenticated her artistic endeav-
ours through her medical training and background in the family business of medical
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waxworks. Her rich interplay of waxwork and writing produces ‘body texts’, unique writ-
ings that are explicitly self-aware of their material as well as textual status. Tussaud draws
from the knowledge— and the proximity to fleshy bodies— of the anatomist’s training to
produce both her waxworks and her writing. Broomhall’s movement between wax and
writing, and France and England, is paralleled by Dr Anton Desberger’s translated Ger-
man almanac and the British market for pocketbooks, as explored by Williams’s ‘Family
Planning and the Long Eighteenth-Century Pocketbook’. Desberger’s text has so far been
unrecognized as a mass-produced print tool for measuring and recording gestation, and as
one which drew upon a long history of women’s pocketbooks promoting reproductive
health and family planning to a wide readership.

Michelle Faubert’s ‘“The Doctor and Devil”: The Literary Writing of Slave-Ship Sur-
geons’ notes the apparent ‘cognitive dissonance’ evident in such works as the comic play
The Sea-Surgeon or the Guinea Man’s Vade Mecum (1729) by slave-ship surgeon Thomas
Boulton, which sought to rehabilitate the slave-ship medical practitioner within a benign
and even humorous fictional world. The seemingly abolitionist poetry volume, Sea Weeds
(1829), by Dr Thomas Trotter also sits uncomfortably against Trotter’s practice as a
slave-ship surgeon, evenwhen framed as amea culpa. Literarywritingoffered slave-ship sur-
geons an opportunity to reclaim their profession in the face of criticism or to self-fashion
themselves as remorseful abolitionists, able to testify against the trade from which they
had benefited.While Trotter’s poetry criticizes, Boulton’s playmakes fun of slavery, but both
authors also magnify the experiences of the oppressor over that of the oppressed. Faubert
concludes that both Boulton and Trotter deploy literature as a method for communicating
their professional involvement in the slave trade, educating a mass readership on a topic
hitherto little known. Pausing for awhile on the American side of the Atlantic, in ‘Medicat-
ing Georgia: Writing Doctors in the Old South’, Allan Ingram draws upon the rich archives
of the Stuart A. Rose Manuscript, Archives, and Rare Book Library at Emory University in
order to tell the stories of physician Tomlinson Fort and the remarkable Kollock family. The
centre of the family was Mary Kollock, daughter, granddaughter, and sister of physicians
and a remarkable voice of medical authority tinged with humour and knowledge. Ingram
describes how the purpose and style of Fort’sDissertation (1849) putmedical power into the
hands of the American people. This emphasis on practicality is also evident elsewhere in
this special issue, as in the genres in which Pechey chose to publish and in the monthly
charts of Desberger’s almanac. Fort, as did so many other practitioners discussed in this
special issue, produced in book form what the Kollocks as a medical family saw as the
ultimate obligation: medical knowledge for the masses.

These essays evidence the large number of people, whether as groups or individuals,
who creatively influenced how healthcare was imagined and managed during the long
eighteenth century and their truly diverse range of approaches. These contributions also
highlight the significant number of roles in the wide and complex network of health pro-
viders that existed, some of which, such as waxworkers and pocketbook compilers, have
not traditionally been considered key players in the medical development of the period.
We have found that literary and visual forms of creative production, including the writing
of poetry, letters, novels, drama, memoir, and medical manuals and the creating of wax-
works, charts, and ephemerides, each constitute authentic and meaningful inputs to
the broader questioning that was taking place during the period concerning how medical
practitioners and the public could both relate and respond to the ever-changing needs of
human bodies. On examination, these artefacts reveal a much wider array of creative
methods that existed to generate and share medical thought, practice, and knowledge
than we have typically recognized in tracing the history of science and medicine, which
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in turn has underlined the need to examine medical and health cultures in new and in-
novative ways, if we are to continue to improve our understanding of how
problem-solving and innovation in medicine take place.

5. The Longevity of Eighteenth-Century Health Cultures

The lifetime of this project, beginning in 2018 and completing in 2022, has itself been
shaped by the largest public health crisis in living memory. While the emergence of
COVID-19 has, at times, presented obstacles to producing this research, we have also en-
countered medical creativity of all types, not only in the historical sources with which
we have worked but also in our day-to-day lives, as practitioners and scientists have
sought to provide new solutions to unforeseen issues. During lockdown, we also saw a
turn to the arts, with eighteenth-century novels featuring among the ‘classic’ texts that
readers finally felt they had time to tackle.43 We have been particularly struck by how
far recent reflections on contemporary healthcare have looked back to the past to at-
tempt to understand public and private health management in the present. Health com-
mentators and journalists have drawn heavily upon the Spanish Flu of 1918 and histo-
ries of handwashing, sanitation, and vaccination to make sense of the global pandemic
which continues to challenge us as we write. Some historic practitioners, notably Flor-
ence Nightingale (1820–1910) and Mary Seacole (1805–1881) in the UK, have been
helpfully remembered to represent and codify particular aspects of care in public health
initiatives, while Daniel Defoe’s Journal of the Plague Year (1722) has provided both enter-
tainment and inspiration for recording pandemic events and making sense of our place
within a global crisis. The long eighteenth century has much to offer that helps us to
understand how the past, present, and future of healthcare are intrinsically
connected.44

In ‘Writing Doctors and Writing Health in the Long Eighteenth Century’, we focus on
the role of medical creativity as enacted specifically by writing practitioners and commen-
tators in shaping innovation in medicine and its surrounding cultures through their texts.
Where other publications emerging from the project deal with subjects including how
long-term illness impacted the lives of significant authors of the period, myth and misin-
formation in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century medical culture, how medicine of the
period was written and rewritten, and how history and literary medical humanities are
themselves continuously reshaped and recrafted, this special issue is concerned with the
question of how imaginative practices played an essential role in the development of
new medical knowledge and practice.45

The Harveian Oration of the Royal College of Physicians (1656–present) continues to
function as an important tool for health communication for the UK and its international
partners in medicine. Following in the footsteps of such illustrious names as Garth and
the Oration’s founder William Harvey, the chosen Orator for 2021 was a name and face
that became known to many during the UK’s experience of the coronavirus pandemic,
Deputy Chief Medical Officer Professor Jonathan Stafford Nguyen-Van-Tam MBE.46

Though addressing very different health challenges to those of Harvey’s or Garth’s life-
time, Van-Tam’s lecture ‘Moving Forwards, Understanding Backwards: Respiratory Virus
Vaccines, Therapeutics, and Public Health Policy’ begins by highlighting the value of his-
torical studies to contemporary healthcare.47 Reflecting on the best sources of informa-
tion to which we have access for developing our understanding of public health chal-
lenges, he makes reference to a range of historical documents and studies, including
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Charles Creighton’s A History of Epidemics in Britain (1891–94) and builds for his audience
an understanding of influenza and other respiratory illnesses that is underpinned by a
timeline of significant events and work conducted by his predecessors to combat these
forms of disease. The timeline, beginning in1675 and moving up to the present day, high-
lights that many of our contemporary conceptualizations of ill health are based on ideas
and discoveries made during the long eighteenth century. Known for his creative, yet
clear, communication with the public, including his frequent deployment of metaphor
and references to popular culture, Van-Tam also understands the importance of utilizing
and engaging with history, literature, and creative culture to solve medical problems on
both large and small scales.

In this spirit, therefore, we hope that these essays will stimulate new scholarly dialogue
regarding literary and material forms of creativity in the development of medical dis-
courses and the cultures in which they have historically existed as there remains much
that is yet to be examined. For this, we perceive there to be two key routes that might
be followed: those of medical communities and creative form. We have only been able to
represent a small number of medical roles that individuals adopted, roles within or con-
nected to health and which have involved themselves in medical development and com-
munication of the past. Any of these, or indeed any not covered in this special issue, could
command the attention of its own special issue or full-length study. Even the best known
of medical professions, those of physicians and surgeons, have not yet had their pasts fully
excavated to reveal the creative approaches taken by individual members of these commu-
nities. Apothecaries; midwives; lay practitioners and commentators; book compilers, ed-
itors, publishers, and printers; anatomists, anatomical modellers, and painters; and pa-
tients have yet more to offer than we have been able to cover here.

In terms of form, we have focused mainly on literature alongside print production and
the creation of waxworks as representations of material craft and artistry. There is, how-
ever, a great deal more that is yet to be uncovered about healthcare and other forms of
visual artwork, such as portraits, illustrations, and caricatures.48 Literary form should
also not be overlooked. While literature and medicine has flourished as a field, there is
still more work to be undertaken on the specific influence of genre on medical culture.49

As Maurizio Gotti explains, ‘early printed [medical] works mainly consisted of transla-
tions of treatises and new compositions of general guides to health and handbooks of
medical instructions […]. The eighteenth century showed a greater variety of genres,
with the addition of new forms such as anatomical observations, book reviews, journal
articles and experimental essays’.50 Here, we broaden out that field further and have
been able to make a series of preliminary findings about how literary, as well as techni-
cal, genres affected the generation and expression of medical ideas, including how
women medical writers utilized verse to participate in medical debate, how physicians
took advantage of new genres such as self-help literature to cultivate new markets for
their practice, and how the stage permitted ethical conflicts concerning the care of hu-
man life to be played out. Yet, in having drawn out these conclusions, we are confident
that they constitute a means to the beginning, rather than the end, of a larger conver-
sation that has the potential to continue across multiple scholarly fields both now and in
the future.

Returning to the present moment, and our theme of medical practitioners and their
sense of creativity, these potential directions for new investigation also emphasize the
importance of continuing to question who and what were involved in the
eighteenth-century medical environment. By looking both at and beyond the physician-
writer, we recognize that the modelling of any culture, medical or otherwise, is rarely as
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simple as observing how elite hierarchies of qualified individuals disseminate information,
advice, and recommended behaviours to the public at large. As John Brewer explains, ‘the
processes by which culture was shaped [were] the creation of works of art and the imag-
ination, their communication, reception, and consumption’.51 Medical creativity is no ex-
ception, and the essays that follow show us that these imaginative influences stem from a
great variety of origins and experiences, some of which require further exploration, yet all
of which played an essential role in the continuous building and rebuilding of health cul-
tures of the long eighteenth century.

NOTES

We are grateful to the Leverhulme Trust for their support of this research and the widerWriting
Doctors project. For further information, see <www.writingdoctors.info>.
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